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Anew high-efficiency audio amplifier circuit
that can reducethe size,weight and cosf
of luture hi-fi amplifiers. Here's.an inside took
at the theory and circuitry

startled by the announcement that Infinity
Systems, Inc. (best known for their loud-

speaker systems) had come up with a
more efficient way to build audio power

amplifiers. They called the technique
"Class D" amplification. Briefly, the sys-

tem involves the use of high-frequency

(in excess of 200 kHz) pulses that are flrst
modulated by the audio signal to be amplified and then decoded by an integrating
circuit that restores the audio envelope
or waveshape. Since the duty cycle of each
high-frequency pulse is relatively short,
conduction of the output transistors is
such that heat dissipation is a fraction of
that encountered with more conventional
Class-B circuits and overall efficiency (at
least when the arnplifier delivers close to
its maximum power output) is high. Thus
far, the product has not reached the consumer market but Infinity claims that all
production problems have been licked and
that the Class D, or "switching" arnplifier
will soon be a commercial reality.

In the meanwhile, other

companies
have been working on improving the effi-

of

LEN FELDMAN*

SOME TIME AGO, THE AUDIO INDUSTRY WAS

CONTRIBUTING HI-FI EDI TOR

audio amplifier is calied upon to deliver
full or nearly ful1 output for only a very
small fraction of the time it is operating.
Figure 1 represents the results of studies

a variety

of musical selections. It shows

that while music may reach peaks of +14
dB (referred to a 0-dB average power
level), for much of the time, actual power
levels are even well below the 0-dB average level. In fact, for nearly 50% of ttre
time (Fig. 1, left vertical scale), power
levels are some 30-dB below the 0-dB
point, while a { 10-dB level is reached for
only 0.7% (Fig. 1, right hand verticai

scale) of the time. Even allowing for
highly compressed music (in which dy-
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namic range is restricted and music is
therefore more uniformly "loud") and
assuming only a 10-dB crest-factor (average power

is 10Vo of peak power), we can

from the curve of Fig. 2 (efficiency
of a Class-B circuit versus the ratio of
actual output to designed maximum output) that for most of the time that an
amplifier cf this type is reproducing
see

music,

it is operating at approximately

207o efficiency.

LEVEL OF AVERAGE ITUSIC PROGRAI.4

FIG, 1-AVERAGE MUSIC PROGRAM LEVEL
expressed in lerms of percentage of total
time at which that Ievel exists.

ciency of audio ampiifiers. This work is
so widesplead, in fact, that the Hitachi
Company of Japan (whose approach to
better amplifier efficiency is the subject of
this article) has had to change the name
of their invention from Class E (which
they had first proposed to use) all the way
to Class G, the designation they currently
plan to assign to the new and innovative

The Class-G idea
Hitachi's invention is designed to enable amplifiers to operate more efficiently
over more of their operating range, based
upon the way in which they are called
upon to actually amplify musical signals.
The simple diagram of Fig. 3 illustrates
the Class-G idea. The input voltage, Vi",
is the signal to be amplified and it is ap-

circuitry we will describe here.
Glass-B elficiency
When a Class-B audio amplifier delivers

its maximum rated power, its efficiency
(power delivered to the load divided by
power used by the amplifier is quite high
-707o or more. Studies show, however,

that under music listening conditions, an
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FlG.2-CLASS-B EFFICIENCY at various percentages of maximum output,
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FlG. 3-BASIC CLASS-G amplifier.
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plied to the base of transistors Ql and Q2.
A load resistor, Rr, is connected to the

emitter of Ql. Supply voltage V' is applied
through diode Dl to the collector Ql and
the emitter of Q2. The collector of Q2 is
connected to a second supply voltage V""
that is higher than supply voltage Vl.
Operation of the circuit is as follows: If
input signal voltage V'" is lower than Vl,
Q2 is reverse biased between its base and
its emitter and is therefore cut off. Current
flowing through load R', is supplied from
V: thiough diode D1. Under these conditions, the instantaneous efficiency of the
circuit is given as: Efficiency (%) :Ynl
Vl. If the signai voltage increases to a
value beyond that of Vl (but less than

V""), transistor Q2

Figure 5 compares the efficiency level at
various outputs (expressed as a fraction
of maximum design output) for two different Class-G designs having different
Vl/V"" ratios as compared with conventional Class-B operation. Regardless of
whether V1 is half or two thirds as great
as V"", we see that efficiency is far greater
than that of Class-B operation, particularly at lower output levels where, as we
have $een earlier, the amplifier is likely
to operate most of the time when reproducing actual music programs.
Along with improvement in efficiency
comes reduced internal heat dissipation of
the output devices used in the Class-G approach. Figure 6 illustrates this point for

becomes forward

biased and is tumed on. Current flowing
through load Rr is now supplied from the
second, higher supply-voltage V"" through

If we neglect saturation voltage between collector and emitter of Q2 (assuming it is sufficiently low), the instantaneous efficiency of the circuit is given as:
Efficiency (%): V'"/V"".
Q2.

Figure 4 represents the two effciency
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FlG. 4-INCREASED EFFICIENCY

resulls
in

trom two-level power-supply system
Class-G amplilier.

levels of the system and the vertical line
represents the point at which the supply
voltage transition takes place. Thus, in the
lower ranges of input signal voltage, the
efficiency of this circuit is improved con-

siderably and the amount of heat generated in the output transistor is reduced
compared with conventional Class-B amplifiers. Referring once more to Fig. 3, it

should

be noted that diode Di

also
serves to prevent current flowing from the

tween collector and emitter) before conduction of Q2 begins. This results in a

distolted output waveform signal

as

shown in Fig. 7.
To prevent this form of distortion during the changeover from one power sup-

ply level to the other, the circuit must be
modified so that saturation of Q1 does not
occur until Q2 is turned on. This is accomplished by adding another diode, D2,
as shown in the simplified schematic of
Fig. 8. Now, when V1 is less than the
input signal, the voltage between the collector and the emitter of Q1 is lower than

of Q2 must be abie to
stand a reverse voltage higher than Vl.
Since the maximum inverse voltage of the
base-emitler circuit of mosi transistors is
generaily low, diode D3 is provided to
emitter junction

0.8

UTPUT/DESIGN OUTPUT

FlG. 6-HEAT DISSIPATION for

V1

Vi" is in the range between Vl and
* Vt", Q1 is already saturated (be-

reverse bias is applied between the base
and emitter of Q2 when the signal voltage
is lower than supply voltage V', the base-
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Still another diode, D3, is added to the:
basic circuit as shown in Fig. 7. Since a.

6
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age

the threshold value of D2 and thus Ql
remains unsaturated. Diode D2 may be
a Zenet diode or even a resistor since it
is only required to maintain a voltage
difierence equal to the Vr. voltage of Q2.

1/2 Vg6

zo

iz

to, the base-emitter voltage Vr" of Q2,
Thus, when the value of input signal volt-

the saturation level by an amount equal tc

F

k

of the circuit shown, Q2 is not turned on
until input signal voltage exceeds the collector voltage of Ql by an amount equal

various Vi/V"" ratios. Internal dissipation is plotted as a fraction of maximum
power output on the vertical axis, while
the ratio of output power to designed

maximum power is shown along the horizontal axis of the graph. As expected. internai dissipation is lower at all operating
conditions for Class-G compared with
conventional Class-B operation.

flow of

prevent the

reverse current

through the base-emitter junction of Q2,
thus protecting this junction against the
reverse voltage.

Push-Pull operation
Figure 9 shows the required configula02

DListortion
Closer examination of Fig. 3 points up
certain problems that exist in the basic
concept of Class G. In the simple form

F-vcc----'l
rl

Rrono

higher supply-voltage source (V"") from
flowing back into the first power source

v1.

The thermal efficiency of the system
will, of conrse, depend upon the choice of
the two power-supply operating voltages.

FlG. S-PUSH-PULL Class-G amplilier.
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simplest form of Class-G circuit.
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FtG. 5-EFF|ClEhiCY OF CLASS-G amplifier
depends upon Vr/V. ratio.
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FlG. 8-SWITCHOVER DISTORTION is
duced by the addition of diode D2.

FlG. Io-VOLTAGE AND CURRENT relation.
ships in pustFpull Class-G amplifier.
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ilon for a push-pull output circuit. Diodes
D2 and D3 shown in Fig. 8 have beeo
omirtecl for the sake of clarity, Two values of positive and negative supply voltages are required and transistors Q3 and
Q4 operate at opposite polarity voltages

compared witlt Ql and Q2 to form the
famitiar complementary configuration

(NPN nd PNP pairs are used). Fig. l0-a
shows the input signal waveforn, to'
gether with the voltage levels Vcr and Vc,
(for the fir'st half of the cycle) and Vc,
and Vcn for the opposite half of the signal
waveform. Fig. l0-b shows the current

waveforms resulting from tbe four supply-voltages (two voltages for each polarity). Fig, l0-c represents that portion of
the output waveform Powered bY the
lower-lcvcl supply voltage Vc', while
Fig, l0-cl shows the contribution of output
waveform powered by the higher supply
voltage Vcg. Finally, Fig' 10-e shows a
conrparison of power losses (or dissipation) in Ql and Q2 (for the half cycle
shown) as compared with the power loss
that would take place in a conventional
Class-B configuration'

FlG. 13-OUTPUT CIRCUIT of lhe Hitachi HMA-S300 power amptitier.

Hitachi plans to introduce many more
units employing Class-G circuitry. Typical
of these will be the stereo power amplifier,

Practical Class-G circuat
The first product which Hitachi intends

to

introduce that

will incorporate tle

Class-G principle is their Model SR-903
AN{/FM stereo receiver, pictured in Fig.
1l By way of illustrating the improvement

oltage of the

tra!sistors is
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ction of Q2.
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:il configuraFlG. 11-HITACHI SR-903 stereo receiver
uses Class-G oulpul circuit.

FlG. 14-DISTORTION resulting from storage
time delay in Class-G circuil.

model HMA-8300, pictured in Fig. 12. A
circuit of the power output stages of this
unit is shown in the schematic diagram of
Fig. 13. In addition to the cilcuit elements
already described, we see one more refinement that should be mentioned. Note, that
in series with supply voltages Vcr and Ve
are small inductors Ll and L3. Because
transistors have finite turn-on and turn-off
times, a form of distortion can be introduced to tle output waveform as illustrated in the waveforms of Fig. 14. This
form of dstortion is due to an effect known
as storage time-delay and is quite independent of the base-emitter Vt" voltage
discussed earlier. To counteract this effect
(and to further reduce output waveform
distortion in Class-G circuits), a coil is
added in series with diode D6 shown in
the improved circuit of Fig. 15.
The effect of storage delay would be
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Flc._12-HITACHt iMA-g300 power amptifier

will be introdueed in the neaifuture an'd will
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conlain Class-G oulput circuitry,

T.

in efficiency attained because of this new
output.circuit, Dr. Centaro Miyazaki of
Hitachi Consumer products Research
center was kind enough to supply Dre with
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FlG. 16-THD VS. POWER OUTPUT at 20-kHz
before and after addition of L1 (Fig. 15) in

circuit. Dislorlion characleristic at 1-kHz i9

mum THD) and a typical Class-B unit
havtng- the.same FTC power rating. The
)5 90 will weigh in at 28.7 lbs as against

also shown,

40.8

output capability of an amplifierj,
the
SR-903 will deliver 160 watts-per_channel

20.0

PO$/ER OUTPUT {WATTS}

toads, 0.3% maxi_

rneasurenlent conditions
(abandoned by the industry
since the ad_
vent of the FTC power rule,
but nevedt;_
tess indicative of the short-term power
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FlG, 1s-DISTORTION resulting from storage
lime delay is reduced by the addition of Li
to circuit.

as opposed to 110 watts-per-channel for
the Class-B unit against which it was compared.

particularly noticeable when reproducing
high frequencies, since the time required

for amplification of a single cycle of a 20
kHz signal is only 50 microseconds. The
curves of distortion versus output measured at 1 kHz and 2A kHz for a typical

CIass-G circuit shows clearly that without
(continued on page 87)
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ELASS-G AMPLIFIERS
(continued from page 49)
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PAT. PEND.

the addition of the extra coils (Ll'and
L3) in the circuit of Fig. 13, harmonic
distortion would rise more rapidly for a
20 k}{z signal while remaining at a much

lower level for lower frequency signals.
With the addition of this final refinement,

FTC and Glass-G
The Class-G circuit seems to be particularly attractive at this time in light of the
pre-conditioning tests now required by the
FTC in connection with determining the
power output ratings of audio amplifiers.
As many readers know, the FTC requires
that ampliflers be able to sustain one
third of their rated continuous po\Mer output for one hour. In Class-B circuits, this
power level results in almost the greatest
internal heat dissipation for the output
devices and, in many cases, this has forced
designers to increase heat-sink dimensions (and cost to consumers) without
really providing audible benefit to users.
On the other hand, Class-G operation can

o
o
a
o
o
o
o
o

result in very nearly the most efficient
operation at this one-third rated point
(and at lower levels more often encountered in musical reproduction) with appropriate economies in weight, powersupply demands and, most important of
a1l, retail prices that the consumer has to
tion.
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*The author is indebted to Dr. Gentaro Miyazaki of Hitachi for allowing us to publish

the firsi definitive descripiion of Hitachi's
innovative new amplifier circuit. Several

claims of a pending U.S. (as well as foreign)
patent have already been allowed by the
Pateni Office, and it should be noted that
the actual inventor of the Class-G circuit is
Mr. Tohru Sampei, of Hitachi. At one point
in its development, classes of amplifiers
seemed to be developing so rapidly that the
company had thought to call the new circuit
the "S"-system in honor of its inventor, but

they settled for Class-G instead, after researching the matter thoroughly here and
abroad.
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